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SKÍ-MOUNTAINEERING IN SUNNMORE ALPS.
NORWAY
Ystetind, 1162m. Snaufjellet, 893m. Blaeja, 1420m.
Kopphornet, 1250m. Saudehornet, 1303m. ... and others!
Ski-mountaineering activity in Norway in the heart of the Sunnmore Alps. Majestic, wild
and wonderful!!
The appeal of Norway is very simple: they say it is one of the most beautiful countries in
the world.
You will enjoy an incredible ski touring stay in an impressive area, surrounded by fjords,
and with the attraction of staying in some of the best hotels in the area.
The city where we will land, Alesund, is spectacularly located between small islands,
where fjords and mountains meet the ocean. Here, the Brosundet, Storfjord, Juvet and
Sagafjord, hotels will offer us a different experience, and will make your stay a memory
forever!
Come with us to ski in one of the most beautiful places on earth!
We can make customize your trip, and we can do it about how many days you want! Ask
for a budget!
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Itinerary
Day 1: Viaje
Flight from Barcelona or Madrid to Alesund via Oslo. Pick up the car at the airport and transfer to the hotel.
Hotel Storfjord (D)
Day 2:
A 45 minute trip takes us to the shore of Lake Flatevagen near Vestnes. Our goal will be the Ystetind of
1162m. We will return to the same hotel.
Hotel Storfjord (B, D)
Day 3:
After breakfast we will travel 15 minutes to the town of Sjoholt, to enter the valley of the top Snaufjellet of
only 893 meters. We will have 1 hour by car to reach a small wonder of the region, the Juvet hotel.
Hotel Juvet (B, D)
Day 4:
We will move 1: 35h in the Nibbedalen valley to go up and be able to head towards the top of the 1420m
Blaeja. We will enjoy the good skiing of this summit. With 1 hour drive we will move to the small town of
Saebo, to the Sagafjord hotel.
Hotel Sagafjord (B, Lunch paket, D)
Day 5:
After a good breakfast, we will make a small car trip of just 5kms, where we will park the car. From here we
will go up to the Kvistaddalen valley, to head towards the top of the 1200 mts Kopphornet, and where we
will enjoy a great descent.
Hotel Sagafjord (B, Lunch paket, D)
Day 6:
We will leave with all the loaded car and to leave the fabulous hotel Sagafjord, and we will go towards Orsta,
where we will leave the car to face the top of the Saudehornet of 1303m. After the descent we will go to
Alesund in the Hotel Brosundet, to make the farewell dinner.
Hotel Brosundet or Storfjord (B, Lunch paket, D)
Day 7:
After the good breakfast of the hotel we will move to the airport of Alesund where we will leave the car and
we will say goodbye to this great region of the fjords of the south of Norway.
(B)
B: breakfast
L: lunch
D: dinner
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